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What is NUGEX?

From https://www.nersc.gov/users/NUG/NUGEX/

NUGEX works with NERSC to help ensure that users' needs and interests are not overlooked, and to increase the benefit that NERSC users get from NUG
How does NUGEX work?

• NUGEX meets for 30-60 minutes each month for updates and working sessions to, eg, identify and implement beneficial NUG activities (eg this annual meeting)
• NUGEX members serve on the committee for 2 or 3 years
• NUGEX has around 20 active members at any time
• Each year 6-7 members retire and 6-7 new members join the executive committee
  o balancing continuity with fresh perspectives, and ensuring a bounded commitment
How are NUGEX members selected?

Each year we ask for volunteers and nominations for the NERSC user community (usually around August), to serve for the following year.

NERSC selects nominees with a goal of having wide representation across science domains, career stages, role and usage (eg PI / team member / runs jobs / analyses data /etc), gender and background.
Current NUGEX members

See also [https://www.nersc.gov/users/NUG/NUGEX/](https://www.nersc.gov/users/NUG/NUGEX/)

NUGEX Chair for 2022: Pieter Maris

NUGEX Vice-Chair for 2022: Alicia Clum
Members retiring from NUGEX after 2022

We would like to thank the following people for their contributions over the last 2 and 3 years:

Alicia Clum - Joint Genome Institute - also NUGEX vice-chair
Forrest Hoffman - Oak Ridge National Lab
David Lawrence - Jefferson Lab
Rob Egan - Joint Genome Institute
Jerry Jenkins - Hudson/Alpha Institute for Biotechnology
Angelo Rossi - University of Connecticut
Alexander Dunn - Berkeley Lab
We would like to thank the following people for their contributions in 2022 (and before), and their continued contribution in 2023:

Pieter Maris - Iowa State University - also NUGEX chair
Sayan Ghosh - Pacific Northwest National Lab
Sarat Sreepathi - Oak Ridge National Lab
Koichi Sakaguchi - Pacific Northwest National Lab
Matthew Horton - Lawrence Berkeley National Lab
Ramesh Balakrishnan - Argonne National Lab
John Wright - MIT

Claire Saunders - California Institute of Technology
Dirk Hufnagel - Fermi National Accelerator Lab
Nannan Shan - Argonne National Lab
Emily Belli - General Atomics
Alexander Rakowski - Lawrence Berkeley National Lab
Alexei Bazavov - Michigan State University
Krish Desai - University of California at Berkeley
Incoming NUGEX members for 2023

We would like to thank the following people for their willingness to contribute, and to welcome them to the NUGEX committee in 2023:

- Andreas Adelmann - Paul Scherrer Institut
- David Trebotich - Lawrence Berkeley National Lab
- Kursat Kara - Ohio State University
- Ted Kisner - Lawrence Berkeley National Lab
- Saba Sehrish - Fermi National Accelerator Lab
- Jean Luca Bez - Lawrence Berkeley National Lab